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BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd
Scoping Study: Locating an Alternative Water Supply for Redmont Railcamp

Redmont railcamp formerly obtained potable drinking water from an
unconfined aquifer within a deeply weathered and fractured pegmatitic
granite, deriving recharge from the Coonarie Creek, close to the camp.
The sustainability of the groundwater resource was in question, due to
incompatible landuses and a diesel spillage that had occured upgradient
within the groundwater catchment. The Client also proposed to double the
camp capacity as part of its expansion program. Hydrosolutions was
commissioned to identify future demand, and locate prospective areas to
develop new groundwater resources.
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The hydrogeology of the existing borefield and the groundwater catchment
was reviewed. The Client database of exploration & supply bores was also
reviewed, to determine the geological units and formations that had
historically provided high/ sustainable yields. A GIS database was
established to plot relations between successful bores, the outcropping
geology, and topography. A search radius criteria was established within
which the new sources should occur.

Prospective target areas were identified on the basis of:
-Aquifer development potential
-Historical yields and groundwater quality
-Proximity to potential recharge sources

Prospective areas were visited to ground-truth the local conditions
with regard to ease of access, and up to four-drilling locations per
target area were ‘pegged’ out on the ground and GPS coordinates
were obtained

These targets were then prioritised based on:
-Highest prospectivity of supply.
-Distance from the Campsite.

An exploratory dril ling program was developed, and a
competitive tendering program was undertaken to
develop an overall costing.


